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National University of Singapore
A Leading Global University Centred in Asia, Influencing the Future
The National University of Singapore (NUS) is a
leading global university offering a distinctive
Asian perspective. The NUS education is defined
by its rigour and differentiated by its unique
programmes.
Over 25,000 undergraduate students and 8,000
graduate students from more than 100 countries
have chosen NUS as their choice university. Our
students enrich the NUS community with diversity
in social and cultural backgrounds, adding
vibrancy to campus life. The University strongly
believes in exposing our students to different

“

Our transformative
education and high impact
research are aimed at
making a distinctive
and positive impact on
society.”

ideas and diverse cultures to prepare them to
meet global challenges of the future.
Standing as the foremost and most prestigious
university in Singapore, and ranked consistently
amongst the top universities in the world, NUS
strives to be a powerhouse of technology and
innovation that creates new knowledge, ideas and
breakthroughs. Indeed, building on a tradition of
excellence and commitment towards achieving
greater heights, NUS is geared towards developing
into one of the world’s premier universities.

Quick Fact

The first school formed in NUS is the Straits
Settlements and Federated Malay States
Government Medical School in 1905 before
becoming the Faculty of Medicine under the
University of Malaya.
NUS started as a modest medical school with
only 23 students.

Professor Tan Chorh Chuan
President, National University of Singapore
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Transformative and Multi-disciplinary Education
NUS’ transformative education provides multiple
academic pathways, which includes a broad-based
curriculum underscored by multi-disciplinary
and cross-faculty learning opportunities, so
students have the flexibility and autonomy to
structure their education to fulfill their potential.
To equip our students to become a true global
citizen, our broad spectrum of globally-oriented
curricula and programmes provide our students
with entrepreneurship training and exposure to
real world issues so that they gain a competitive
advantage in today’s globalised world.

In partnership with leading international
universities, NUS offers an extensive range of
Double, Concurrent and Joint Degree programmes
to cater to our students’ learning needs. In
addition, NUS has a diverse and comprehensive
selection of courses, offered by the University’s
16 faculties.
With a wide selection of diverse and stimulating
programmes, we aim to develop both strength
in character and a drive for excellence in our
students. We also motivate our students to
explore their interests, discover their talents and
pursue their passions while at NUS. We want them
to shape their own NUS experience!

Excellent Career Opportunities
The NUS degree is widely accepted by leading
employers around the world. Singapore’s oldest
university is reputed amongst employers for
decades in producing graduates with a strong
academic foundation and capability to adapt
and apply their knowledge in their respective
vocations. Credited to NUS’ broad-based

curriculum and multi-disciplinary education, our
graduates are able to realise their potential. NUS
also provides an array of professional careerrelated services and industrial attachments via
the NUS Career Centre to give students the edge
in today’s competitive employment market.
http://www.nus.edu.sg/osa/career/
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Your Choice of Academic Programmes
Academic Flexibility
Major and Minor Programme
Over and above your specialisation, students may
take up an additional major/minor which allows
rigorous in-depth study in an area complementing
your specialisation. This may be within or outside
your department/faculty.

U.K.

Double Degree Programme
Double Degree Programmes (DDP) allow students
to graduate with two different degrees in two
disciplines from the same faculty or from two
different faculties within NUS.

U.S.

Concurrent Degree Programme
Concurrent Degree Programmes (CDP) involve
a combination of a Bachelor’s and a Master’s
degree from the same faculty or from two
different faculties. Such programmes allow
students to pursue the Bachelor’s and Master’s
degree concurrently.

South
America

* Not all double degree programmes will be
offered at the point of admission. Selected DDPs
are available only after completion of ﬁrst level
of study.

University Town and Residential Colleges – Developing Collaborative
Learning Communities
NUS University Town
University Town epitomises the University’s vision
of a vibrant campus ecosystem. Uniquely designed
as learning communities with small personalised
classes, UTown’s residential colleges are a first for
Singapore and Southeast Asia. This convivial setup encourages students and professors to interact
beyond the classroom. Coupled with sporting and
cultural facilities, this promotes a richer and more
holistic NUS experience.
http://utown.nus.edu.sg/

Residential Colleges

The residential colleges, the first of their kind in
Singapore and Southeast Asia, provide an exciting
alternative for undergraduate campus living.
The colleges incorporate academic programmes
designed to facilitate an engaged and stimulating
learning experience in comfortable residential
settings. In addition to extracurricular activities,
incoming freshmen will take 5 of their classes at
the college over a two-year period, helping them
fulfill their university-level degree requirements.
Some students from non-modular faculties
(whose course requirements may be reduced or
waived) and students from overseas exchange
programmes add to the residential mix. Students
from any NUS faculty are eligible to apply.
http://utown.nus.edu.sg/programmes/overview/

Quick Fact

More than 50% of NUS undergraduate
students participate in the Student Exchange
Programme and more than 50% go on other
overseas educational programmes. We have
reciprocal student exchange arrangements
with over 300 partner universities in 40
countries.
4
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U.K.

Poland

China

Germany

India
Africa

Japan
South Korea
Taiwan

Middle East
Australia
New Zealand

Special University Programmes
University Scholars Programme
The University Scholars Programme (USP), being
a broad-based institution of higher learning,
provides our students with opportunities to
learn from diverse disciplines across 7 faculties.
USP provides a platform for students with keen
intellect and a passion for learning to further
develop their academic capacities through diverse
academic experiences right up to designing their
own modules and subject majors.
http://www.usp.nus.edu.sg

NUS Overseas Colleges
Designed to cultivate dynamic and
resourceful entrepreneurs, the NUS Overseas
Colleges (NOC) programme involves a highly
innovative experience set to change the way
you view the future. Be immersed in the
entrepreneurial academic environments of
leading entrepreneurial hubs around the
world. Intern with start-up companies for
up to a year and learn from the very best
by interacting with the founders of these
companies and feel the similar adrenaline
rush they experience while learning the ropes
on starting a company.

Student Exchange Programme (SEP)
NUS students may apply to go on the Student
Exchange Programme (SEP) at one of our partner
universities for up to 2 semesters, and embark
on a journey of cultural discoveries, social
networking and academic growth.
http://www.nus.edu.sg/iro/sep/out/index.html

Overseas University Partners
in over 40 countries
• Australia • New Zealand • China
• Hong Kong • Taiwan • Japan
• South Korea • Canada • Mexico • United
States of America • Austria • Belgium • Croatia
• Denmark • Estonia • Finland • France
• Lithuania • Netherlands
• Norway • Poland
• Germany • Hungary • Ireland • Israel • Latvia
• Romania • South Africa • Spain • Sweden
• Switzerland• United Kingdom
http://www.nus.edu.sg/iro/sep/partners/index.html

http://www.overseas.nus.edu.sg/index.htm
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Community of the World... For the World
In an increasingly globalised and connected world, graduates need to stand out as culturally sensitive,
well-informed and articulate individuals who can learn and think for themselves. They will also need
to keep abreast with global developments in order to meet its challenges. Here in NUS, we encourage
our students to foster friendships across cultures and borders via an array of purported programmes,
activities and initiatives.

We bring the world to you

We bring you to the world

With students and faculty from 100 different
countries, NUS brings the world to our community.
With such a unique blend of internationalities,
life in the university is never dull. Apart from
the fervent exchange of academic ideas, a
host of programmes and activities has also
been initialised. An event like the International
Exchange Day allows students to showcase their
own country’s culture and share the festive mood
and vibes with the NUS community.

For students who are more adventurous,
NUS challenges them to explore the world.
Students can opt to attend the Student Exchange
Programme or the NUS Overseas College to
gain overseas experience and expand their
global outlook. Students participating in arts/
cultural performances or sports activities may
also be chosen to represent the University at
international events.

Campus Life Snapshots
Community Living
Life in the University encompasses more than
just academic pursuits; it is also about expanding
one’s social and networking horizons. Our Office
of Student Affairs (OSA) hosts a wide range of
activities designed to help international students
settle in as well as promote social interaction and
cohesion between students to make living at NUS
a fun and enjoyable experience. For information
on international student services, please visit
http://www.nus.edu.sg/osa/international/.
Living in NUS will allow you to fully experience
your life as an undergraduate student. The
University has different accommodation
arrangement tailored to meet the different needs
of our students. Information on campus housing
can be found in http://nus.edu.sg/osa/housing/.

Arts and Sports
University life at NUS goes beyond academic.
NUS offers an array of activities ranging from arts
to sports. For the arts and culture enthusiast,
NUS offers different genres of arts and cultural
activities, catering both to the broad academic
and popular interests of the NUS community, with
the purpose of inspiring, developing creativity
and enjoyment. Check out the NUS arts scene at
http://nus.edu.sg/cfa/.
For students seeking the adrenaline rush of
competitive sports or to relax via recreational
activities, the University is well equipped to cater
to these requirements. For information on NUS
sports, do visit http://www.nus.edu.sg/osa/
sports/.

Quick Fact

NUS Students’ Union (NUSSU) has 14 NUSSU
Constituent Clubs and 11 Committees while
Centre for the Arts has 23 different arts
groups. There are a total of 69 studentled interest groups. If you are into Sports,
there are a total of over 70 competitive and
recreational sporting activities to choose
from.
6
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Admissions Requirements
NUS warmly invites students with the following academic qualifications who have either completed
or are in the process of completing high school (in their final year of studies) to apply for admission.

Qualification Type

Admission Requirements

AQA | Cambridge | Edexcel | London | OCR ‘A’ level

‘A’ level subject grades in 2 sittings taken within 12 months of each other will be
allowed. Applicants with at least 3 ‘A’ level subjects grades may apply. Applicants
without actual results must submit SAT scores (Reasoning and Subject Tests) for
consideration.

Australian Qualifications

Applicants must have completed the qualification/certificate with a ENTER/TER/
UAI/OP.

Canadian Pre-U | Ontario Secondary School Diploma

Applicants must have completed the qualification/certificate with at least 85%
per subject.

French Baccalaureate Diploma

Applicants must have completed the Diploma and submit TOEFL/ IELTS.

German Abitur

Applicants must have completed the Diploma and submit TOEFL / IELTS.

Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education

Applicants must have completed the Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education
in the English Stream and passed 4 core subjects and at least 2 elective subjects
(CAT A or CAT C subject), and passed English Level 4.

Indian Standard 12 (Central & ISCE Boards)

Applicants must have completed or are completing Indian Year 12 in the year of
admission.
Applicants completing Indian Year 12 in the year of admission are not eligible
to apply for Dentistry, Law, Medicine and Nursing. (Subject to the availability
of eligible applicants, the University may conduct additional Architecture and
Industrial Design aptitude tests in June to determine the applicants’ suitability)

Indian Standard 12 (State & other Boards)

Applicants must have completed or are completing Indian Year 12 in the year of
admission.
Applicants must submit the SAT (Reasoning and Subject Tests).
Applicants completing Indian Year 12 in the year of admission are not eligible to
apply for Dentistry, Law, Medicine and Nursing.
(Subject to the availability of eligible applicants, the University may conduct
additional Architecture and Industrial Design aptitude tests in June to determine
the applicants’ suitability).

Indonesian Ebtanas

Applicants submitting actual Ebtanas results must submit TOEFL or IELTS to be
considered. Applicants completing Ebtanas in the year of admission will compete
for the University Entrance Examination and are not required to submit TOEFL
or IELTS.

International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma

Applicants must have completed or are completing the IB Diploma (at least 3 HL
and 3 SL papers, with TOK and EE). in the year of admission. English must be one
of the papers taken. IB Certificate is not sufficient to apply for admission.

PRC National College Entrance Examination | 高考

Applicants may submit actual PRC NCEE Gao Kao results with TOEFL/IELTS to
apply for admission. Applicants without PRC NCEE Gao Kao results must submit
High School Graduation results with SAT (Reasoning and Subject Tests) results for
consideration.

Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysia (STPM)

Applicants must have completed or are completing STPM in the year of admission
and submit MUET scores.

Unified Examination Certificate (UEC)

Applicants must have completed UEC to apply for admission and submit TOEFL/
IELTS/ EL1119/ MUET scores.
Applicants applying for Dentistry, Law, Medicine, Pharmacy and Nursing will
compete for the University Entrance Examination.

Vietnamese High School Graduation Examination
(VHS)

Applicants submitting actual VHS results must submit TOEFL/ IELTS.
Applicants completing VHS in the year of admission will compete for the University
Entrance Examination and are not required to submit TOEFL/ IELTS.

Other Qualifications
(eg. American High School Diploma| Bangladeshi
HSC| Filipino High School | Irish (Established) Leaving
Certificate | Myanmar High School | Mathayom 6
(Thai High School) | Pakistani Intermediate | Sri Lanka
‘A’ Levels | West Africa ‘A’ Levels)

Applicant must submit (Reasoning and Subject Tests) for consideration.
Applicants who reside in countries without SAT test centres may submit the ACT
in place of SAT scores.

http://www.nus.edu.sg/oam/apply/international/admissionreq/BYA-admissionreq.html
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Undergraduate Courses
Admission is based on academic merit and open competition among eligible applicants. In addition to
fulfilling admission requirements, applicants should ensure that they also satisfy the subject prerequisites for
the courses they wished to be considered. Course prerequisites are presented below.
Degree Programme
(Test/ Interview Required)

Minimum Subject Requirements
(Shortlisted applicants will be notified via email in April / May)

Architecture
http://www.arch.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Chemistry or Mathematics or Physics or Physical Science.

Dentistry
http://www.dentistry.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Chemistry and either Biology or Physics.

Industrial Design
http://www.nusdid.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Chemistry or Mathematics or Physics.

Law
http://law.nus.edu.sg/

High level of proficiency in the English Language (e.g. General Paper B3, IELTS 6.5 or TOEFL 600 or SAT
I Verbal / Critical reading score of 700 or AP Eng Lang Grade 4).

Medicine
http://medicine.nus.edu.sg/corporate/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Chemistry and either Biology or Physics.

Music
http://www.music.nus.edu.sg/

Refer to www.music.nus.edu.sg to file a separate application.

Nursing
http://medicine.nus.edu.sg/nursing/

Year 12 or higher level pass in any two of the following: Biology, Chemistry, Computing, Physics,
Physical Science, either Mathematics or Further Mathematics.

Tests and Interviews
Shortlisted candidates for courses in Architecture, Dentistry, Industrial Design, Law, Medicine or Nursing will be notified via email
to attend additional tests and/or interviews in April/May each year to assess their suitability. Students applying for the Medicine
and Dentistry courses are required to submit actual results by the respective closing dates applicable to the qualifications they
are offering, as shortlisting for tests and interviews is based on actual results.
For Music Programmes offered by Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music, applicants are required to submit a separate application
to the Conservatory. An audition will be conducted for shortlisted applicants and applicants will be informed separately.

Non-Engineering Based Undergraduate Courses
Degree Programme

Minimum Subject Requirements

Arts and Social Sciences (all majors)
http://www.fas.nus.edu.sg/

Please refer to www.fas.nus.edu.sg for additional information on the respective subjects.

Business Administration
http://bba.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics.

Business Administration (Accountancy) Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics.
http://bba.nus.edu.sg/
Computing – Computer Science /
Information Systems
http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics.

Environmental Studies
http://www.envstudies.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and either Biology or Chemistry.

Pharmacy
http://www.pharmacy.nus.edu.sg/

Strong Year 12 pass or strong higher level pass in Chemistry and either Biology or Physics
or Mathematics.

Projects & Facilities Management
http://www.pfm.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Chemistry or Mathematics or Physics.

Real Estate
http://www.rst.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Chemistry or Mathematics or Physics.

Science (all majors)
http://www.science.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in any two of the following: Biology, Chemistry, Computing, Physics, Physical
Science, either Mathematics or Further Mathematics. Please refer to each faculty for more information.

Engineering-Based Undergraduate Courses
Degree Programme

Minimum Subject Requirements

Bioengineering
http://www.bioeng.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry.

Chemical Engineering
http://www.chbe.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics.

Civil Engineering
http://www.eng.nus.edu.sg/cee/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry.

Computer Engineering
http://www.ceg.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry.
(Jointly offered by the Faculty of Engineering and School of Computing)

Electrical Engineering
http://www.ece.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry.

Engineering (Common)
Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry.
http://www.eng.nus.edu.sg/ero/index.php
Engineering Science
http://www.esp.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics.

8
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Engineering-Based Undergraduate Courses
Environmental Engineering
http://www.envstudies.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics.

Industrial & Systems Engineering
http://www.ise.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry.

Materials & Science Engineering
http://www.mse.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry.

Mechanical Engineering
http://me.nus.edu.sg/

Year 12 or higher level pass in Mathematics and Physics or Chemistry.

For more information on course and subject prerequisites, please visit
http://www.nus.edu.sg/oam/apply/international/prerequisites/BYA-prerequisites.html

Other Academic Requirements
International applicants with selected academic qualifications are required to submit SAT test scores,
English Language scores and/or sit for the University Entrance Examination.

English Language Requirement
International students must be proficient in
the English Language as this is the language of
instruction at the University.
Applicants with selected academic qualifications
are required to furnish additional English
Language test scores to fulfil the English Language
requirement set by the university.
http://www.nus.edu.sg/oam/apply/international/
admissionreq/BYA-admissionreq.html#englishreq

SAT – Reasoning Test
The SAT Reasoning Test consists of 3 Sections, Critical
Reading section, Writing section and Mathematics
section. All 3 sections have to be taken in one sitting.
Combination of sections scores from different settings
is not accepted.

SAT – Subject Tests
Applicants are required to submit 3 subject tests as
follows:
• Mathematics Level II^
• A second subject of your choice
(excluding Mathematics Level I)
• A third subject of your choice
(excluding Mathematics Level I)

Test
EL1119
IELTS
MUET

Minimum Acceptable Score
C6
6.5
200

Cambridge ‘O’
Level English

C6

TOEFL

580 for paper-based /
237 for computer-based /
92-93 for internet-based*

* For TOEFL score comparison table, please refer to
http://www.ets.org/Media/Tests/TOEFL/pdf/TOEFL_iBT_Score_Comparison_Tables.pdf

University Entrance Examination (UEE)
The University Entrance Examination is conducted for
applicants presenting selected academic qualifications
to assess their suitability for admission.
Shortlisted candidates will be considered for admission
based on their performance at the UEE and at the sole
discretion of the University. Unless invited, candidates
will not be allowed to take or appeal to take the UEE. The
UEE will be conducted in February/March in Indonesia,
Vietnam and Singapore.
For information on UEE, please visit http://www.nus.
edu.sg/oam/apply/international/exams/BYA-exam.
html

^ Mathematics II is a compulsory subject for all courses except Law.
Applicants applying for admission to Law may take any subject,
including Mathematics I, in lieu of Mathematics II.

For SAT Subject Tests, the 3 subjects can be taken in no
more than two sittings, but within the period of one
year. The second and third subjects should be chosen
based on the subject prerequisites of the courses
you are applying for. For example, if you are applying
for Chemical Engineering, you will need to choose
Physics and Chemistry. If you are applying for Business
Administration, you may choose any two subjects except
Mathematics I. No minimum Subject Test scores are
stipulated.
For information on SAT requirements, please visit
http://www.nus.edu.sg/oam/apply/international/
admissionreq/BYA-admissionreq.html#SAT

Qualifying English Test (QET)
Upon accepting the University’s offer of admission,
international students may be required to sit for the QET
set by the Centre for English Language Communication
(CELC). Students with the required level of English
proficiency may be exempted from taking the QET.
For information on QET and exemption, please visit
http://www.nus.edu.sg/registrar/event/registrationqet.html

For information on the conduct of SAT, please visit http://
www.collegeboard.com
9
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Scholarships for High Achievers
NUS offers a variety of undergraduate scholarships in recognition of outstanding academic achievements,
leadership qualities and special talents. International applicants will automatically be considered for
the following scholarships (there is no need to submit an application) and only shortlisted applicants
will be notified to attend an interview.
http://www.nus.edu.sg/oam/scholarships-financialaid/scholarships/freshmen/nsg/scholarship-nsg-citizens.html
SCHOLARSHIP

NATIONALITIES

ELIGIBILTY

QUALIFICATIONS

ASEAN Undergraduate
Scholarship

Citizens of ASEAN countries
except Singapore

All undergraduate
programmes leading to a
first degree

•
•
•
•
•

Any Computing,
Engineering or Science
undergraduate
programmes except
Pharmacy

• Indonesian SMA UAN (Ebtanas)
• Indian Standard 12
• Year 12 equivalent results

Science & Technology
Citizens of Indonesia or
Undergraduate Scholarship India

Singapore-Cambridge GCE ‘A’ level
NUS High School Diploma
International Baccalaureate Diploma
Local Polytechnic Diploma
Year 12 equivalent results

Scholarships that require separate application
SCHOLARSHIPS

NATIONALITIES

Khoo Teck Puat Scholarship Citizens of Singapore and
Programme
People’s Republic of China

ELIGIBILTY

QUALIFICATIONS

All undergraduate
programmes leading to a
first degree

•
•
•
•
•

Singapore-Cambridge GCE ‘A’ level
NUS High School Diploma
International Baccalaureate Diploma
Local Polytechnic Diploma
PRC Gao Kao 高考

How to Apply: Apply at NUS Admissions website: http://www.nus.edu.sg/oam/scholarships-financialaid/scholarships/freshmen/nsg/
scholarship-nsg-khooteck.html
Dr Goh Keng Swee (GKS)
Scholarship

Citizens of Asia Pacific
region

All undergraduate
programmes leading to a
first degree

• Year 12 equivalent results

How to Apply: Apply at Public Service Commission website: http://www.pscscholarships.gov.sg

10
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Financing Your University Education
The University is committed to a needs-blind, merit-based admission policy that ensures no deserving
student is denied admission because of financial difficulty. Our Financial Aid schemes are designed to
help meet the educational and living expenses of students who require financial assistance in the form
of loans, bursaries and work-study opportunities. Financial aid applications are available online from
mid October to 1 April each year.

Tuition Fees and Tuition Grant

Estimated Living Expenses

The Singapore Ministry of Education (MOE)
provides a tuition grant which is offered to all
students. Students who opt for the tuition grant
need to pay only subsidised fees, depending on
their nationality and course of study. While there
is no repayment required for the tuition grant,
non-Singapore citizens in receipt of this grant is
required to undertake a service bond by working
for a Singapore-registered company for three
years upon completion of their undergraduate
degrees so as to discharge their obligation to the
Singapore public for the subsidy to their university
education. For more information, please visit
http://www.nus.edu.sg/registrar/edu/UG/fees.
html.

Full-time international undergraduate students
will incur on average S$10,000 of living expenses
per year. The costs have been derived based on
a conservative estimate of expenses required
for a comfortable lifestyle on campus. For more
information, please visit http://www.nus.edu.
sg/oam/scholarships-financialaid/financialaid/
financial-tution-fees-coaup.html.

Financial Aid Calculation
The loan amount provided to international
students is based on Singapore citizen tuition fee
rate. For example, the tuition fee payable for a
Singaporean undergraduate and an international
undergraduate taking the same course, for
instance, engineering in the Academic Year 2012
is S$7,460 and S$13,730 per annum respectively.
The total loan amount under the Tuition Fee Loan
and NUS Study Loan for an eligible international
student would be S$7,460 and S$3,600 per annum.

Online Financial Aid Calculator
https://aces01.nus.edu.sg/webroapsbs/jsp/FinancialNeedsCalculator.jsp
Example of Financial Aid for eligible international undergraduate student in Engineering in 2012
Tuition Fee and Living Expenses

Singapore Dollars (S$)

Subsidised tuition fee payable (after taking up MOE Tuition Grant)

13,730

Estimated living expenses (including on-campus accommodation)

10,000

Total amount payable (a)

23,730

Financial Aid Funds

Singapore Dollars (S$)

Tuition Fee Loan (90% of subsidised tuition fee at Singaporean rate)

6,714

NUS Study Loan (10% of subsidised tuition fee at Singaporean rate) +
$3,600 living allowance

4,346

NUS Bursary

1,050

Total financial aid funds (b)

12,110

Estimated annual out-of-pocket amount payable (a) – (b)

11,620*

Note: The above financial aid schemes and funds are offered based on each individual scheme’s award criteria.
* A portion of this amount can be covered by the NUS Student Assistant Loan (SAL). However, the quantum of the SAL is dependent
on the assessed neediness of the applicant and a Singapore citizen/Singapore Permanent Resident guarantor is required.
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Application for Admission

1
4

Check the admission
requirements for
your high school
qualification and
ensure you meet
both admissions
and subject
requirements.

2

Check the
application period
for the qualification
you are presenting
(Online application
opens in Mid
October with
different closing
dates for different
qualifications)

Applicants of selected qualifications
will be shortlisted for the University
Entrance Examination (UEE) in
February/March to assess their
suitability for admission.

5

3

Submit online
application at the
Admissions website
and pay application
fee. If you require
financial aid, submit
an online application
for financial aid by 1
April.

Await admission outcome, which
is released from May to July.
Successful applicants will receive
email notification and an admission
package. They will also be informed of
status of financial aid application.

For information on application procedures, please visit http://www.nus.edu.sg/oam/apply/international/applications/WYAapplicationform.html
For information on Financial Aid, please visit http://www.nus.edu.sg/oam/scholarships-financialaid/financialaid/financialapplication.html

CONTACT US

Office of Admissions
National University of Singapore
University Hall, Tan Chin Tuan Wing
Level Lower Ground
21 Lower Kent Ridge Road
Singapore 119077
Have a Question?
Tel: +65 6516 1010
Fax: +65 6778 7570
Email: http://www.askadmissions.nus.edu.sg

Co. Registration No. 200604346E

Office of Financial Aid
Tel: +65 6516 2870
Fax: +65 6774 4021
Email: financialaid@nus.edu.sg

VISIT OUR CAMPUS

Let our student ambassadors lead you on a
campus tour, answer your enquiries and share
their experience with you. You can register your
campus tour online at http://www.nus.edu.sg/
oam/campustour/campustour.html
Please note there will be no campus tours
scheduled from November to mid January due
to term vacations.
Take a virtual tour of NUS via your iPhone.
Download “Around NUS” iPhone App on iTunes.

All information is correct at the time of printing in July 2012. Updates will be posted at http://www.nus.edu.sg/admissions/undergrad
“The National University of Singapore (“the University”) gives no warranty and accepts no responsibility or liability for the accuracy or the completeness of the information
provided in this brochure.
By referring to this brochure, the reader acknowledges and agrees that the University shall not be held responsible or liable in any way for, and no right of action will arise
as a result of, and/or any consequences (including, without limitation, personal injury or property damage), howsoever arising, sustained as a result of reference to, or
reliance upon, any information contained in, or omitted from this brochure, whether through neglect or otherwise”
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